HelpUsGreen

About Help Us Green
Help Us Green is a social enterprise collects ﬂoral waste from the temples in Uttar Pardesh thereby
preserving River Ganges from becoming a religious sewer. The waste is then handcrafted by rural
women self-help groups into patented organic fertilizer and incense sticks and stones. These
products are currently available for purchase online through their website. Help Us Green was up and
running and had started its sales on its own website.

The Challenges:
Help Us Green wanted to position themselves as a lifestyle product and sell more units to go on to
support the manual scavengers they employ. But they had multiple brands under the umbrella of Help
Us Green and their ofﬂine presence was limited. There was an urgent need to pause, rebuild, make the
business scalable and commercially viable. In short, the Help Us Green brand had to go back to the
market in a brand new avatar.

Scale-Up Intervention

The MIF team helped Help Us Green with rebranding and
distribution and build a differentiating story for the brand to
create a unique value proposition.
Marico’s way of consumer insighting was undertaken
where ISB students, Team MIF and Founders of Help Us
Green conducted consumer interviews. However, this
couldn’t see a logical end as the consumer feedback
seemed biased to the teams.
Here where’s MIF Mentor stepped in with a fresh way
forward for the start-up. We on-boarded Ameya
Velankar, ex- Group Product Head Marico Limited;
current Category Head at SC Johnson Products Pvt
Ltd, so Help Us Green was able to revamp itself on
several fronts. Instead of massifying the products the
core DNA and values of the brand were leveraged build
a strong brand story.

Actions Undertaken
• Study past e-commerce sales data and rely on the founder’s gut to create a new brand architecture.
• Create a differentiating story using the brand purpose that revolves around:
- Contribution to problem of urban waste disposal.
- Humane angle of uplifting manual scavengers.
• Consciously refrain from making this a pricing game and making price a discovery.
• Maintaining a single products across products and communicate a great uniﬁer story.
• Concentrate on positioning one single brand in the minds of the consumer.
• Handpicking pro-bono talent to create new brand imagery and packaging elements and feed them
into the website and other platforms.

Impact Generated
The Help Us Green rebranding exercise has helped
increase the valuation from $ 1.5 Million to $6 Million.
More importantly, Help Us Green was back in the market
with newly packaged products, better online visibility and
a brand story that was truly clutter-breaking.

